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Joint C4
Joint C4 Capability Branch

• Two Programs:
  – C4 Information and Joint Battle Management System
  – Training Support and Simulation

• Intent to change name to Joint C4 to better reflect intent

• Functionally separated into
  – Joint C2
  – Joint Communications

• Focus is on Deployed Joint Forces
Joint C4 - Scope

• Overview of Program

• Joint C2 Directorate
  – Session 3.5b

• Joint Communications Directorate
  – Session 3.5a - SATCOM
  – Session 3.6e - Enhanced HF Comms System

• Each Directorate will cover current and planned acquisition and sustainment activities and identify opportunities for Australian industry engagement
What is the Joint C4 Program?

‘Joint C4 program will enhance defence’s capacity to command a networked and integrated joint force though the provision of communications, decision support, and warfighting ICT capabilities‘
Joint C4 Priorities 2018

• Bed down projects and sustainment responsibilities
• Create governance mechanisms for the Program
• Develop staff and procedures to coordinate delivery of capability across the program, ADF and industry
• Explore industry capability to provide novel solutions especially to mitigate issues created by Contested, Congested and Complex warfighting environments
• Sponsor relevant Innovation Hub proposals
Joint C4 Issues and Risks

• Skilled & experienced workforce
• Definition of C4 needs, scope and requirements
• Overlapping Programs and technical requirements
• No single Program office for C4 delivery
• CLC processes not ideal for C4 projects
Joint C4